
The 2018 New 
American Home 
Case Study
The 2018 New American Home, 

described as having a “Modern Tuscan” 

style, was built in the Bella Collina golf 

community outside of Orlando, FL. The 

home has two levels, each designed to 

have a distinct identity.

The design-build team from Legacy 

Custom Built Homes incorporated a 

variety of earthy textures to create 

a sophisticated comfort throughout 

the 6,676-square-foot home. TruStile 

Doors provided an array of modern 

interior doors which connected the 

flow of the design from room to room.  
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Off the main entrance, an open concept floor plan 
connects the living room, kitchen, bar and dining area.
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Upon entering the home, visitors walk into an open concept floor plan 
that connects the living room, dining room, bar area, and kitchen.

TruStile’s Tru&Modern TM13340, in walnut with a Cappuccino finish 
and Frosted glass inserts, is used in a variety of applications for all the 
rooms adjacent to the main entryway on the first floor.

TM13340, in walnut with Frosted glass 
inserts, leads to the master suite.

TM13340 barn door on left leads to laundry 
room. Door on right leads to powder room.
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Grand 10’ tall TM13340 doors open to the home 
office (left) and powder room (right).
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An impressive pair of 10’ tall doors open to the home office, 
a matching divider is featured in the powder room, and a 
stunning 10’ tall barn door slides to reveal the game room.  

TM13340 door is used as a partition 
in the main floor powder room.

A 10’ tall barn door opens 
to a game room.

A pair of 10’ tall TM13340 doors 
open to a luxurious home office.
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Most TruStile doors are available fire rated, 
making it possible to use the TM13340 for the 
maintenance room leading out to the garage.

Master bedroom suite with TM13340 in 
MDF with Frosted glass inserts.

In the master bath a TM13340 pocket 
door provides privacy for the water closet 
while allowing in additional light.

In the guest bedroom a TM13340 
sliding barn door opens to the 
closet, the larger wood door 
opens to the shared living space. 
The use of size and material is an 
effective way to delineate space.

TM13340 doors continue to 
serve as a cohesive design 
element in the private and lesser 
used spaces on the first floor. 
The size of the doors has been 
scaled down to a more intimate 
8’ height and the construction 
switched to more economical 
paint-grade MDF.
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The second level of the home uses a variety of door styles 
from the Tru&Modern collection in paint-grade MDF. The 
similarity between the door styles maintains a cohesive 
overall design while a variety of material inserts give each 
space its own unique feel.

A TM13000 (left) leads to a guest bedroom; a row 
of TM13170 doors with Edelman® Sulky Bridle 
leather line the hallway on the second floor.

A pair of TM13170 barn doors with Edelman® 
Sulky Bridle leather open to the family room.

Guest room with TM9420 barn door 
in MDF with Tuxedo glass inserts.

A TM9420 barn door, in MDF with Tuxedo 
glass inserts, opens to a guest room bath.

Guest room with TM9420 pocket door in 
MDF with Satin Barcode glass inserts.



The 2018 New American 

Home is a case study in 

mixing materials, incorpo-

rating textures, and using 

interior doors to weave 

a design throughout an 

entire home. From simple 

to bold, TruStile has the 

broadest offering of mod-

ern interior doors to bring 

your next vision to life. 
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